Abstract-In this paper, we describe how several existing software reliability growth models based on Nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (NHPPs) can be comprehensively derived by applying the concept of weighted arithmetic, weighted geometric, or weighted harmonic mean. Furthermore, based on these three weighted means, we thus propose a more general NHPP model from the quasi arithmetic viewpoint. In addition to the above three means, we formulate a more general transformation that includes a parametric family of power transformations. Under this general framework, we verify the existing NHPP models and derive several new NHPP models. We show that these approaches cover a number of well-known models under different conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, software has permeated industrial equipment and consumer products. Software reliability may be the most important quality attribute of application software since it quantifies software failures during the software development process. As software reliability represents a customer-oriented view of software quality, it relates to practical operations instead of merely the design of programs. Therefore, it is dynamic rather than static. The aim and objective of software reliability engineering are to increase the probability that a completed program will work as intended by the customers. Hence, measuring and computing the reliability of a software system are very important. Measures of software reliability can be used for planning and controlling testing resources during software development. They can also give us confidence about the correctness of the completed software.
Research efforts in software reliability engineering have been conducted over the past three decades and many software reliability growth models (SRGMs) have been proposed [1] , [2] , [3] . SRGMs can estimate the number of initial faults, the software reliability, the failure intensity, the mean time-interval between failures, etc. There are some, but only a few, model unification schemes in the literature [4] . Langberg and Singpurwalla first showed that several SRGMs can be comprehensively described by adopting a Bayesian point of view and be derived by assigning specific prior distributions for the parameters of these models [5] . They tried to describe the model unification through three cases and illustrated the proposed theory with several SRGMs, such as the Goel-Okumoto Model, Jelinski-Moranda Model, and Littlewood-Verrall Model, etc. Later, Miller proposed and presented Exponential Order Statistic models (EOS) based on some assumptions [6] . He observed that failure time of a software reliability growth process could be modeled as order statistics of independent nonidentically distributed exponential random variables and this could provide a natural approach for replicated-run software debugging experiments. Several well-known SRGMs, such as the JelinskiMoranda Model, Goel-Okumoto Model, Musa-Okumoto logarithmic model, and power law models, can be derived as special cases of EOS. Subsequently, Trachtenberg proposed a general theory of software reliability modeling that software failure rates are the product of the average size of remaining faults, apparent fault density, and software workload [7] . He showed that some classical software models, such as the linear model, Rayleigh model, and geometric model, are special cases of the general theory.
From our studies, many existing SRGMs can be unified under a more general formulation. In fact, model unification is an insightful investigation for the study of general models without making many assumptions. Therefore, in this paper, first we will briefly discuss the unification of SRGMs based on Nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (NHPPs) from a new viewpoint. The arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means are three well-known methods to obtain the average figures of results. Extended from them, we consider three more general means-the weighted arithmetic, weighted geometric, and weighted harmonic means. The objective of this paper is then to show how several existing discrete and continuous NHPP-based SRGMs can be derived by applying the concept of weighted arithmetic, weighted geometric, and weighted harmonic means. In addition, we also present a new general NHPP model by incorporating the idea of power transformation in the model unification process. From these approaches, we can not only obtain existing NHPP models but also develop new NHPP models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes several SRGMs based on nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (NHPPs). In Section 3, the weighted arithmetic, weighted geometric, weighted harmonic, and quasi arithmetic means are introduced. The general forms of the discrete and continuous NHPP models based on the quasi arithmetic mean are proposed and discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.
NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON PROCESS MODELS
In this paper, we will show that several existing SRGMs based on NHPPs are special cases in our new general model. While other NHPP models exist, it is our suggestion that most NHPPs-based SRGMs are also special cases of the general model. Let fNðtÞ; t ! 0g denote a counting process representing the cumulative number of faults detected by the time t. An SRGM based on an NHPP with the mean value function (MVF) mðtÞ can be formulated as [1] P fNðtÞ ¼ ng ¼ mðtÞ n n! e ÀmðtÞ ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; :::;
where mðtÞ represents the expected cumulative number of faults detected by the time t. The MVF mðtÞ is nondecreasing with respect to testing time t under the bounded condition mð1Þ ¼ a, where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected. Knowing its value can help us to determine whether the software is ready to be released to the customers and how much more testing resources are required. It can also provide an estimate of the number of failures that will eventually be encountered by the customers. Generally, we can get distinct NHPP models by using different nondecreasing mean value functions. The failure intensity function at testing time t is [2]
The software reliability, i.e., the probability that no failures occur in ðs; s þ tÞ given that the last failure occurred at testing time sðs ! 0; t > 0Þ, is
The fault detection rate per fault at testing time t is given by
Equation (4) 
where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected and b represents the fault detection rate. . Gompertz Growth Curve Model. Gompertz Growth Curve Model is used in the Fujitsu and Numazu work [3] . Many Japanese computer manufacturers and software houses have adopted this model since it is one of the simplest S-shaped software reliability growth models. Its mean value function is
where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected and b and k are parameters whose values are estimated using regression analysis. . Logistic Growth Curve Model. In general, software reliability tends to improve and it can be treated as a growth process during the testing phase. That is, the reliability growth occurs due to fixing faults. Therefore, under some conditions, the models developed to predict economic population growth could also be applied to predict software reliability growth. These models simply fit the cumulative number of detected faults at a given time with a function of known form. Logistic growth curve model is one of them and it has an S-shaped curve [3] . Its mean value function is
where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected and k and b are parameters which can be estimated by fitting the failure data. Similar to the analysis given for the Gompertz curve, the point of inflection is t inf ¼ ln k b . If k > 1, then t inf > 0 and we have an S-shaped results; when 0 < k 1, then t inf 0 and no S-shaped curve is present. Therefore, the logistic reliability growth curve is S-shaped when k > 1 and b > 0. . Generalized Goel NHPP Model. In order to describe the situation that software failure intensity increases slightly at the beginning and then begins to decrease, Goel proposed a simple generalization of the Goel-Okumoto model with an additional parameter c [3] . The mean value function is
where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected and b and c are parameters that reflect the quality of testing. . Yamada Delayed S-Shaped Model. The Yamada Delayed S-Shaped model is a modification of the Nonhomogeneous Poisson process to obtain an S-shaped curve for the cumulative number of failures detected such that the failure rate initially increases and later (exponentially) decays [1] , [3] . It can be thought of as a generalized exponential model with failure rate first increasing and then decreasing. The software error detection process described by such an S-shaped curve can be regarded as a learning process because the testers' skills will gradually improve as time progresses. The mean value function is
where a and b are is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected and the fault detection rate, respectively. . Inflected S-Shaped Model. This model solves a technical problem in the Goel-Okumoto model. It was proposed by Ohba and its underlying concept is that the observed software reliability growth becomes S-shaped if faults in a program are mutually dependent, i.e., some faults are not detectable before some others are removed [3] . The mean value function is
The parameter r is the inflection rate that indicates the ratio of the number of detectable faults to the total number of faults in the software, a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected, b is the fault detection rate, and is the inflection factor. . Modified Duane Model. Duane published a report that presented failure data of several systems during their developments in 1962 by analyzing the data. It was observed that the cumulative Mean-TimeBetween-Failures versus the cumulative operating time becomes close to a straight line if plotted on loglog paper. Later, a modified Duane model was proposed and its hypothesized mean value function is [3] 
where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected. . Two-Error-Type Model. Yamada and Osaki proposed a software reliability growth model with nonhomogeneous fault detection rate by assuming that the errors can be divided into type 1 and type 2 errors [3] . They assume that type 1 errors are easy to detect and type 2 errors are difficult to detect. The mean value function is
where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected, where a is the expected total number of faults to be eventually detected, is the total amount of testeffort required by software testing, is the scale parameter, is the shape parameter, and b is the fault detection rate.
WEIGHTED ARITHMETIC, WEIGHTED GEOMETRIC, AND WEIGHTED HARMONIC MEANS
In this section, we first introduce three well-known means: arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means. Then, we consider several more general means [4] , [8] . Let x ! 0 and y ! 0. The arithmetic mean z of x and y is defined as
More generally, the weighted arithmetic mean z of x and y with weights w and 1 À w is defined as
The geometric mean z of x and y is defined as
That is,
Similarly, the weighted geometric mean z of x and y with weights w and 1 À w is defined as
The harmonic mean z of x and y is defined as
Similarly, the weighted harmonic mean z of x and y with weights w and 1 À w is defined as
Proposition 1. Let z 1 , z 2 , and z 3 , respectively, be the weighted arithmetic, the weighted geometric, and the weighted harmonic means of two nonnegative real numbers x and y with weights w and 1 À w, where 0 < w < 1. Then, minðx; yÞ z 3 z 2 z 1 maxðx; yÞ;
where equality holds if and only if x ¼ y.
A more general mean than the ones defined above is considered in the following. Definition 1. Let g be a real-valued and strictly monotone function. Let x and y be two nonnegative real numbers. The quasi arithmetic mean z of x and y with weights w and 1 À w is defined as
where g À1 is the inverse function of g.
Obviously, from (8)
A GENERAL DISCRETE SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL
For software reliability growth models, either the calendar time or the machine execution time is often used as the unit of software fault detection period. However, the appropriate unit of software fault detection period may sometimes be measured in terms of the number of test runs [1] . Therefore, Yamada et al. [1] , [3] proposed a general description of a discrete software reliability growth model based on an NHPP in which a random variable is defined as the number of faults detected by i test runs ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .Þ. Let fNðiÞ; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .g denote a discrete counting process representing the cumulative number of faults detected by i test runs. An SRGM based on an NHPP with mean value function mðiÞ can be formulated as 
where mðiÞ represents the expected cumulative number of faults detected by i test runs. In this section, we propose and discuss a general discrete NHPP model. For the discrete Goel-Okumoto model [3] , suppose that the expected number of faults detected per test run is proportional to the current fault content of a software system; that is,
where a ¼ mð1Þ is the expected number of software faults to be eventually detected and b is the fault detection rate which is a constant. Taking w ¼ 1 À b, we have mði þ 1Þ ¼ wmðiÞ þ ð1 À wÞa; a > 0; 0 < w < 1:
Equation (12) indicates that mði þ 1Þ is equal to the weighted arithmetic mean of mðiÞ and a with weights w and 1 À w, respectively. That is, the discrete Goel-Okumoto model can also be derived based on the weighted arithmetic mean. Since the weighted arithmetic, weighted geometric, and weighted harmonic means are all well-known means, we thus try to use the other two means to derive other existing NHPP models. First, consider the case that mði þ 1Þ is equal to the weighted geometric mean of mðiÞ and a with weights w and 1 À w, respectively, then
Next, consider the case that mði þ 1Þ is equal to the weighted harmonic mean of mðiÞ and a with weights w and 1 À w, respectively, then ln mði þ 1Þ ¼ w ln mðiÞ þ ð1 À wÞ ln a; 0 < w < 1; a > 0:
More generally, let g be a real-valued and strictly monotone function and mði þ 1Þ be equal to the quasi arithmetic mean of mðiÞ and a with weights w and 1 À w, respectively, then gðmðiþ1ÞÞ ¼ wgðmðiÞ þ ð1 À wÞgðaÞ; 0 < w < 1; a > 0: ð15Þ
Therefore,
where a ¼ mð1Þ is the expected number of faults to be eventually detected. Moreover, by (15) and Proposition 2, mðiÞ in (17) is nondecreasing in i; that is, the growth curve of the cumulative number of detected faults is nondecreasing. In the following, we show that three classical SRGMs based on NHPPs can be derived by assigning gðxÞ ¼ x, gðxÞ ¼ 1=x, and gðxÞ ¼ ln x in (17), respectively.
. Goel-Okumoto Model. Take gðxÞ ¼x (i.e., g À1 ðxÞ¼ x) and w ¼ e Àb , then
where k ¼ 1 À mð0Þ=a, b > 0, and 0 < k. If k ¼ 1 (i.e., mð0Þ ¼ 0), then mðiÞ ¼ að1 À exp½ÀbiÞ; a > 0; a > 0:
. Gompertz Growth Curve. Take gðxÞ ¼ ln x (i.e., g À1 ðxÞ ¼ e x ) and w ¼ b, then
where k ¼ mð0Þ=a, a > 0, 0 < b < 1, and 0 < k < . . Logistic Growth Curve. Take gðxÞ ¼ 1=x (i.e., g À1 ðxÞ ¼ 1=x) and w ¼ e Àb , then
where k ¼ a=mð0Þ À 1, b > 0, and k > 0.
In the following, we consider a more general case that w in (15) is not a constant for all i. That is, let mði þ 1Þ be equal to the quasi arithmetic mean of mðiÞ and a with weights wðiÞ and 1 À wðiÞ, respectively. Equation (15) 
where u 0 ¼ 1 and u i ¼ Q i j¼1 wðjÞ for i ! 1. Therefore,
is the general discrete NHPP model if g is a real-valued and strictly monotone function. By (18) and Proposition 2, mðiÞ in (20) is nondecreasing in i. Obviously, 0 < u i < 1 for i ! 1 and u i decrease to 0 as i ! 1. In addition, (20) can be interpreted as that mðiÞ is equal to the quasi arithmetic mean of mð0Þ and a with weights u i and 1 À u i , respectively. If gðxÞ ¼ x in (20), then
where k ¼ 1 À mð0Þ=a and 0 < k 1.
For gðxÞ ¼ ln x in (20), we have
where k ¼ mð0Þ=a and 0 < k < 1.
If gðxÞ ¼ 1=x in (20) , then
where k ¼ a=mð0Þ À 1 and k > 1. We now show that other SRGMs based on NHPPs can also be directly derived from (21).
. Generalized Goel NHPP Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and
mðiÞ ¼að1Àk exp½Àbi c Þ; a > 0; b > 0; c > 0; 0 < k 1:
In this model, wðiÞ is increasing with respect to i if c < 1, wðiÞ is a constant if c ¼ 1, and wðiÞ is decreasing if c > 1. . Delayed S-Shaped Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and u i ¼ ð1 þ biÞ exp½Àbi (i.e., wðiÞ ¼ In this model, wðiÞ is increasing with respect to i. 
In this model, wðiÞ is increasing with respect to i.
A GENERAL CONTINOUS SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL
In this section, we propose a general continuous NHPP model. As in the above discussion for the discrete case, let mðt þ tÞ be equal to the quasi arithmetic mean of mðtÞ and a with weights wðt; ÁtÞ and 1 À wðt; ÁtÞ, respectively, i.e., gðmðt þ ÁtÞÞ ¼ wðt; ÁtÞgðmðtÞÞ þ ð1 À wðt; ÁtÞÞgðaÞ; ð24Þ where 0 < wðt; ÁtÞ < 1 and g is a real-valued, strictly monotone, and differentiable function. That is, gðmðt þ ÁtÞÞ À gðmðtÞÞ Át ¼ 1 À wðt; ÁtÞ Át ðgðaÞ À gðmðtÞÞÞ:
Suppose ð1 À wðt; ÁtÞÞ=Át ! bðtÞ as Át ! 0, we get the differential equation
If gðxÞ ¼ x in (25) (i.e., the weighted arithmetic mean is considered), then
Here, bðtÞ is the fault detection rate. Furthermore, if bðtÞ ¼ b, then the Goel-Okumoto model can be derived from (26). The differential equations for gðxÞ ¼ ln x and gðxÞ ¼ 1=x can also be derived from (25), respectively. Hence, gðmðtÞÞ ¼ gðaÞ þ c exp½ÀBðtÞ:
Since Bð0Þ ¼ 0, c ¼ gðmð0ÞÞ À gðaÞ and Theorem 1 is then proven. t u
Note that mðtÞ in (27) is a general form of the continuous NHPP models if g is a real-valued, strictly monotone, and differentiable function. In addition, by (24) and Proposition 2, mðtÞ is nondecreasing. The failure intensity function, the software reliability, and the fault detection rate of this general NHPP model are shown below, respectively,
The values of mðtÞ, !ðtÞ, Rðt j sÞ, and dðtÞ for gðxÞ ¼ x, gðxÞ ¼ 1=x, and gðxÞ ¼ ln x are depicted in the following three corollaries, respectively. Corollary 1. Based on the weighted arithmetic mean, take gðxÞ ¼x in (27) and let k ¼ 1 À mð0Þ=a, then 1. mðtÞ ¼ að1 À k exp½ÀBðtÞÞ; a > 0; 0 < l 1; 2. !ðtÞ ¼ akbðtÞ exp½ÀBðtÞ; 3. Rðt j sÞ ¼ exp½Àakðexp½ÀBðsÞ À exp½ÀBðt þ sÞÞ; 4. dðtÞ ¼ bðtÞ.
Proof. The proof is omitted since it is quite straightforward.t u Corollary 2. Based on the weighted geometric mean, take gðxÞ ¼ ln x in (27) and let k ¼ mð0Þ=a, then 1. mðtÞ ¼ ak exp½ÀBðtÞ ; a > 0; 0 < k < 1; 2. !ðtÞ ¼ ÀaðlnkÞbðtÞ exp½ÀBðtÞk exp½ÀBðtÞ ;
3. Rðt j sÞ ¼ exp½Àaðk exp½ÀBðtþsÞ À k exp½ÀBðsÞ ; 4. dðtÞ ¼ bðtÞmðtÞðlna À lnmðtÞÞ=ða À mðtÞÞ; 5. if bðtÞ is nondecreasing in t, then dðtÞ is nondecreasing in t.
Proof. Items 1-4 are straightforward. To prove item 5, let hðtÞ ¼ mðtÞðln a À ln mðtÞÞ a À mðtÞ :
In the following, we want to show that hðtÞ is nondecreasing in t. Taking the derivative of hðtÞ, we have
The numerator of the above equation is equal to m 0 ðtÞfmðtÞ þ aðln a À ln mðtÞ À 1Þg:
Let fðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ þ aðln a À ln mðtÞ À 1Þ. By simple calculation, it can be shown that 0 and f 0 ðtÞ 0 and Proof. It can be easily proven based on Proposition 1. t u
In the following, we show that some classical SRGMs based on NHPPs can be directly derived from Corollary 1, 2, or 3.
. Goel-Okumoto Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and bðtÞ ¼ b, then, from Corollary 1, mðtÞ ¼ að1 À k exp½ÀbtÞ; a > 0; b > 0; 0 < k 1:
In this model, bðtÞ is a constant. . Gompertz Growth Curve. Take gðxÞ ¼ ln x and bðtÞ ¼ b, then, from Corollary 2,
In this model, bðtÞ is a constant. . Logistic Growth Curve. Take gðxÞ ¼ 1=x and bðtÞ ¼ b, then, from Corollary 3,
In this model, bðtÞ is a constant. . Generalized Goel NHPP Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and bðtÞ ¼ bct cÀ1 , then, from Corollary 1, mðtÞ ¼að1Àk exp½Àbt c Þ; a > 0; b > 0; c > 0; 0 < k 1:
In this model, bðtÞ is increasing if c > 1, a constant if c ¼ 1, and decreasing if c < 1.
. Delayed S-shaped Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and bðtÞ ¼ b 2 t=ð1 þ btÞ, then, from Corollary 1, mðtÞ ¼að1Àkð1þbtÞ exp½ÀbtÞ; a > 0; b > 0; 0 < k 1:
In this model, bðtÞ is increasing in t. . Inflected S-Shaped Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and bðtÞ ¼ b=ð1 þ c exp½ÀbtÞ, then, from Corollary 1,
In this model, bðtÞ is increasing in t. . Modified Duane Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and bðtÞ ¼ c=ðb þ tÞ, then ,from Corollary 1,
; a > 0; b > 0; c > 0; 0 < k 1:
In this model, bðtÞ is decreasing in t. . Two-Error-Type Model. Take gðxÞ ¼ x and
then, from Corollary 1,
where 
Let c ¼ !k and d ¼ 1, we get the log-logistic form model:
. SRGM with Logistic Testing-Effort Function. In the field of software reliability modeling, Musa first discussed the validity of execution time theory by taking data sets from real software systems as testing effort can be faithfully represented by execution times [2] , [3] . However, most existing software reliability models do not take testing effort into consideration. Recently, a simple and new software reliability growth model with logistic testing-effort function is proposed [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . This model attempts to account for the relationship between the amount of testing-effort and the number of software faults detected during testing. In fact, the testing effort can be measured as the human power, the number of test cases, the number of CPU hours, etc. [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . The MVF mðtÞ can be described as the following:
where a is the expected number of initial faults in the software, b is the fault detection rate per unit testingeffort at testing time t that satisfies b > 0, N is the total amount of testing effort to be eventually consumed, is the consumption rate of testingeffort expenditures, and A is a constant. If we take gðxÞ ¼ x and bðtÞ ¼ bNAe then, from Corollary 1,
Finally, in addition to the previously discussed three known means, we propose a more general transformation that includes a parametric family of power transformations [14] :
; 6 ¼ 0 ln x; ¼ 0:
& ð37Þ
Note that gðxÞ is only one of many parametric families of transformations that can be used for data analysis. 
